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unemployed, ten thousand bonus marchers, and ten-cent
corn/-
Among the masses of dissatisfied voters, Roosevelt's prom-
ise of action was fortifying, along with his assurance that
"failure is not an American habit/' "It is common sense to
take a method and try it/' he said at Oglethorpe University,
Georgia. 'If it fails, admit it frankly and try another. But
above all, try something* The millions who are in want will
not stand by silently forever while the things to satisfy their
needs are within easy reach/' His early utterances made little
mention of explicit means, but as the campaign developed,
they grew more definite, including reform of holding com-
panies and protection of the investor against fraudulent
claims, reciprocal tariff agreements, federal power projects
on the Tennessee and Columbia rivers, the easing of farm
mortgage burdens, and social security*
He told San Francisco's Commonwealth Club that "pri-
vate economic power is . « * a public trust/* and often in-
voked the progressivism of Theodore Roosevelt and Wilson
whose momentum had been so unhappily lost in the twenties.
At other times the Democratic candidate seemed eager to re-
assure and please almost everybody. He paid tribute to
"sound money" without pausing to define it, scolded
Hoover's "reckless and extravagant past" which had raised
the cost of government from two billion in 1927 to three in
1931, yet he stood ready to assume vastly augmented re-
sponsibilities for the federal authority*
The campaign brought significant new labels into polit-
ical life. In an early radio speech on April 7, 1932, Roose-
velt crystallized his solicitude for the underprivileged in a
phrase: "the forgotten man at the bottom of the economic
pyramid." Ironically, its source was that bluff individualist
William Graham Sumner, the Yale economist whose Dar-
winian social philosophy had denied "the absurd attempt to
make the world over," arguing that "the survival of the
unfittest" as advocated by sentimental reformers was an af-

